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• THE ORIGIN OF THE TITLE



Grand Challenges

Transportation

Smart Cities
Healthcare

I invented nothing new. I simply assembled into a car the discoveries of other men behind whom were centuries of work ▪ HENRY FORD

Energy

IoT
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www.goldmansachs.com/our-thinking/outlook/internet-of-things/iot-report.pdf

What are we connecting?

Atoms?

Bits?

Concentric concentration of confusion.

IoT

CPS
Data of Things?

Big Data of Things?



Grand Platforms

Transportation

Smart Cities
Healthcare

Energy

OS
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Diffusion of the Internet - NetDay 1996  

President Bill Clinton installing computer cables with Vice President Al Gore on NetDay at Ygnacio Valley High School (Concord, CA - Mar 9, 1996)9

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Clinton
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Al_Gore
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ygnacio_Valley_High_School


IoT – Internet of Things – let us start at the beginning
The grand vision of the Industrial Internet may have started circa 1988 with the work of Mark Weiser of 
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (XPARC) who predicted that computers may “weave themselves into 
the fabric of everyday life” and influence the future of business as well as lifestyle technologies, in his 
1991 article in the Scientific American. The release of the commercial internet in 1995 paved the way 
for the Industrial Internet of the future. In 1998, Sanjay Sarma (MIT) extended the idea of using RFID 
tags on objects for track and trace purposes. To make it feasible for businesses to use RFID tags in the 
management of their supply chains, the price of the RFID tag had to be reduced, significantly. Sarma
suggested RFID tags contain only a reference number (electronic product code) rather than any actual 
data about the object. It was against the conventional wisdom. At the time, RFID tags were used and 
designed to contain data about the object or product. By eliminating need for data storage on the tag, 
the cost of the RFID tags were reduced. Sarma designed the EPC to act as an unique URL to access the 
object data stored on the Internet. In 1999, Sarma along with colleagues David Brock and Sunny Siu    
co-founded the Auto ID Center to transform this vision made possible by the “emerging” medium and 
the platform of the internet. The internet was still in its infancy and immature to act as a catalyst to 
augment business processes and industrial productivity. Sarma, Brock and Siu were later joined by  
Kevin Ashton who was loaned to the Auto ID Center at MIT from Proctor & Gamble. Auto ID Center at 
MIT developed the EPC and other technical concepts and standards prevalent today in the global RFID 
industry. Sarma, Brock and Ashton coined the term Internet of Things which envisioned objects /things 
connected to object-specific data on the internet which could be accessed using the unique EPC on the   
tag attached to the object. IoT is a vision, not a technology. In 2000, a paper by Sarma et al gave birth to 
that IoT concept. Please download (MIT-AUTOID-WH-001) THE NETWORKED PHYSICAL WORLD from 
this link http://tinyurl.com/Industrial-Internet (this folder contains many papers). Professor Sarma
talked about the IoT at the MIT Sloan Symposium. It is on YouTube http://tinyurl.com/MIT-IoT-1998

I was a part of the Auto ID initiative since 2000 as a member of the Technology Board at Auto ID Center.   

http://tinyurl.com/Industrial-Internet
http://tinyurl.com/MIT-IoT-1998


• The Birth of the Internet of Things and the nascent Industrial Internet

1953 
In my story “Sally,” published in 1953, I described computerized cars that had almost reached 
the stage of having lives of their own. In the last few years, we do indeed have computerized 
cars that can actually talk to the driver. (Robot Dreams by Isaac Asimov aka Isaak Ozimov)
1987
Herbert Simon (June 15, 1916 – February 9, 2001) in his paper “The Steam Engine and the 
Computer: What makes technology revolutionary” framed his thoughts about the computer, 
“you have to make friends with it, talk to it, let it talk to you.”
1991
Mark Weiser (July 23, 1952 – April 27, 1999) of Xerox Palo Alto Research Center coined the term 
“ubiquitous computing” and suggested in 1988 that computers may “weave themselves into the 
fabric of everyday life” and influence the future of business (Scientific American, 1991).
2000
The seminal paper The Networked Physical World by Sanjay Sarma et al spread the concept of 
the Internet of Things (IoT) through the creation of the Auto ID Center at MIT.
2013
After sixty years of Robot Dreams, the evolution of the internet and the industrial revolution 
merged to conceive and create the Industrial Internet Consortium (03/27/2014) to catalyze 
global economic growth (www.iiconsortium.org). Sponsored by 5 founders with $1T market cap.

http://www.ebooktrove.com/Asimov,%20Isaac/Asimov,%20Isaac%20-%20Robot%20-%20Robot%20Dreams.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isaac_Asimov
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herbert_A._Simon
http://digitalcollections.library.cmu.edu/awweb/awarchive?type=file&item=34057
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mark_Weiser
http://www.ubiq.com/hypertext/weiser/SciAmDraft3.html
http://www.emory.edu/BUSINESS/dra/NetworkedPhysicalWorld.pdf
http://newsoffice.mit.edu/2012/sanjay-sarma-director-of-digital-learning-1120
http://www.iiconsortium.org/tx-14/prospects.htm
http://www.iiconsortium.org/


THE NETWORKED PHYSICAL WORLD

Map of every device connected to the internet on the evening of 2 August 2014 (Shodan). John 
Matherly pinged all IP addresses of devices online on 2 August (11pm UK). It took about 5 hours. 
Map represents all the devices (red = many) that pinged back in 12 hours using matplotlib.

https://www.shodan.io/
http://matplotlib.org/


A Short History of the Development of the Internet of Things starts with the re-invention of RFID

http://iot.ieee.org/images/files/newsletter/201409-barnaghi-figure1.png



THE NETWORKED PHYSICAL WORLD

ECONOMIC  GROWTH  ENGINES



COMBINE THE TWO 2 CONNECT

KOH●DOI: 10.1038/ncomms5745
KOH, UT Arlington (cold electrons at RT)

Arbabian, Stanford (IoT radio-on-a-chip)

ARBABIAN●http://web.stanford.edu/~arbabian/Home/IoT_Radio.html



THEN PREPARE FOR THE NEXT REVOLUTION 



A Brief History of Automaton



Projected Economic Impact of The Industrial Internet 

World Bank, GE



Design to Delivery

D2D
4

1

3
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In engineering parlance, there is a phrase called 'energy under the curve.' This refers to the total  energy output of a 

device—light bulb, acoustic transducer —as measured on a graph across a range of frequencies. While every effort is 

made to maximize the amount of energy output from that device, in the end it's still a finite amount. The key to best 

performance is getting the device to deliver energy that is usable. A light bulb may produce x lumens of energy, but it 

won't do much good if its output is predominately at ultraviolet frequencies that are invisible to the human eye. An 

acoustic transducer (speaker) can be modified to produce more or less energy at different frequencies, but the total 

acoustic energy produced by that specific speaker is finite. The engineers can move the  energy output from one 

frequency region to another, but the 'total energy under the curve' remains the same. The key to a speaker's useful 

performance, of course, is for it to produce its energy at frequencies that are audible and useful to humans, not bats.

The concept of energy under the curve is directly analogous

to an economy's money supply at a given time. Both the energy 

and the money supply are known amounts. The money is going

to be spent by someone (device is going to output its energy). 

The key is for the money to be spent where it has the most benefit 

(the light bulb must produce visible light).

www.americanthinker.com/2004/09/the_light_bulb_economy.html

Disrupt
Total energy under the curve



Projected Economic Impact of Internet of Things 

Re-engineer Transaction Cost

Transaction Cost Economics



Projected Socio-Economic Impact of Internet of Things 

Re-engineer Resource Utilization 



Gini coefficient measures the inequality among values of a frequency distribution (for example 
levels of income). Coefficient = zero expresses perfect equality (everyone has an exactly equal 
income). Coefficient = 1 expresses maximal inequality (where only 1 person has all the income).

Projected Socio-Economic Impact of Internet of Things 

Re-engineer GINI Coefficient



http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/CP/

US Corporate Profits after Tax ($B) ∙ Greatest increase in a 5 year period 2009-2014 

2009-2014

2009-2014



Child Laborers in India 

qz.com



To Disrupt
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Forecast → Vehicles with IoT Applications

ABI Research



Industrial Internet – IoT – Services Ecosystem → Convergence

VOLVO





Man on the Moon

www.homeofheroes.com/presidents/speeches/kennedy_space.html

Goal 



JFK

Goal 



• Deployment of Semi-Autonomous Freight Transportation
Refrigerated truck transporting cargo containers with 
perishable grocery arrives at an intermodal operation     
(for transportation by sea or air or rail or cross-dock)

– Driver disembarks prior to entering security perimeter

– Truck shifts to autonomous mode and enters secure zone

– Unloads / uploads cargo (informs supply chain partners)

– Exits secure zone and arrives at a Hilton to pick-up driver

– Truck driver continues to warehouse / distribution center   
Approved for OTI

Goal 



SAFTI
Semi-Autonomous Freight Transportation Initiative

• Public domain deployment   
Refrigerated truck transporting cargo containers with 
perishable grocery arrives at an intermodal operation     
(for transportation by sea or air or rail or cross-dock)

– Driver disembarks at a Hilton (prior to security perimeter)

– Truck shifts to autonomous mode and enters secure zone

– Unloads / uploads cargo (informs supply chain partners)

– Exits secure zone and arrives at Hilton to pick-up driver

– Truck driver continues to warehouse / distribution center   
Approved for OTI



Decompose scenario to broad deployment packages (BDP)

– TRUCKS

– INFRASTRUCTURE

– TRANSPORTATION OF DATA
Approved for OTI

SAFTI
Semi-Autonomous Freight Transportation Initiative



Decompose scenario to broad deployment packages (BDP)

– The semi-autonomously operable fleet of trucks or lorries (approx 1000-
2000 physical units of freight carrier vehicles) invulnerable to cyber attacks.

– Operational infrastructure deployment in an environment where roads, 
traffic lights, bridges, tunnels, housing zones, pedestrian crossings are 
equipped to communicate (GIS, GPS, RF, DSRC) with autonomous objects as 
well as autonomous vehicle operation with mixed vehicles (eg FedEx). 
Transmission and analysis of data from users and operators (supply chain 
of goods, status of roads/bridges and cybersecurity) per SAE.J2735/J.2745

– Intermodal port operator environment where these autonomous vehicles 
interact with humans and non-autonomous vehicles. Robotic handling of 
cargo containers (off-load, re-load) between ships to rail head and ground 
transportation and air cargo). Data transmission and monetization of pay 
per use analytics from users and operators (supply chain of goods, status 
of roads/bridges, security of goods in containers, micro-localization and 
highly granular identification of objects by products, containers, vehicles, 
distribution, logistics handling, DHS CBP compliant e-manifest and SOX409) 

Approved for OTI

SAFTI
Semi-Autonomous Freight Transportation Initiative



Further decomposition of BDP

Let us break down each work package to large segments

Approved for OTI



Decompose “goal/scenario” to broad deployment package (BDP)

– The semi-autonomously operable fleet of trucks or lorries (approx
1000-2000 freight carrier vehicles) invulnerable to cyber attacks.

• Calls for global partnership and globally interoperable standards
• Pre-competitive standards based approach to vehicle “brain”
• Semi-autonomous “brain” of the vehicle (robotic navigation) should 

be able to operate in Pittsburgh, Long Beach, Schiphol or Kaohsiung. 
In other words, traffic signal compliance in any country and collision 
avoidance in any geographic terrain under diverse range of weather.

• Standard cybersecurity for run-time intruder detection and repulsion
• Data flow/analytics about vehicle, environment and infrastructure
• Network standards and compliance – worldwide interoperability
• Funded by global partners

Approved for OTI

SAFTI
Semi-Autonomous Freight Transportation Initiative



Decompose “goal/scenario” to broad deployment package (BDP)

– Operational infrastructure deployment in an environment where roads, traffic 
lights, bridges, tunnels, housing zones, pedestrian crossings are equipped to 
communicate (GIS, GPS, RF, DSRC) with autonomous objects as well as 
autonomous vehicle operation with mixed vehicles (eg Fedex ground hub). 
Transmission and analysis of data from users and operators (supply chain, 
status of roads/bridges, cyber-security) using interoperable standards (SAE).

• Communications protocols with interoperable standards and cybersecurity
• Physical infrastructure upgrades and equipment installation / monitoring
• Logistics operators as a part of the real-world deployment to provide 

access to non-autonomous fleet of trucks/lorries for data acquisition
• Data convergence from agencies dealing with traffic, weather, emergency
• Monetization incentives for contribution of data and pay per use analytics
• Deployment funded by each nation or country on their own soil but uses 

the semi-autonomous fleet of vehicles developed as a global partnership 
Approved for OTI

SAFTI
Semi-Autonomous Freight Transportation Initiative



Decompose “goal/scenario” to broad deployment package (BDP)

– Intermodal port operator environment where these autonomous vehicles interact 
with humans and non-autonomous vehicles. Robotic handling of cargo containers  
(off-load, re-load) between ships to rail head and ground transportation (and air 
cargo). Data transmission and monetization of pay per use analytics from users and 
operators (supply chain of goods, status of roads/bridges, security of goods in 
containers, micro-localization and highly granular identification of objects by  
products, containers, vehicles, distribution, logistics handling, DHS CBP compliant e-
manifest, regulatory framework eg SOX-409 and other country specific regulations) 

• Funded by each nation on their soil as a joint effort by an air/sea port operator + 
group lead with technological expertise

• Robotic handling, precision transfers and secure transport A to B to C (ship to rail)
• Highly granular data acquisition from operation for commercial visibility and 

transparency to enhance security as well as status of goods (perishable food)
• Data analytics & monetization model as the business driver for data exchange

Approved for OTI

SAFTI
Semi-Autonomous Freight Transportation Initiative



Hellabytes of data per second from deployment of autonomous vehicles 

Uncertainty
Estimation? 42



The current goal of this initiative is 
[1] to create a coalition of distinguished academia, global corporations, local standards 
organizations and government agencies 
[2] to catalyze a highly credible global public-private partnership (PPP)
[3] to collectively work to deploy and integrate semi-autonomous freight vehicles for 
intermodal cargo operations within the business ecosystem of freight transportation.

Project commences when pre-competitive global PPP begins construction of ~1000 
units based on standards or interoperable standards (old, new, to be designed) which 
will be tested for operational safety, cyber security and communications compatibility.

Semi-autonomous vehicles produced by the global PPP will be deployed by country 
specific PPP on public roads in different geographies (US, EU, APAC) to integrate with 
existing freight transportation operations. Pre-deployment of local infrastructure (global 
standards of communications, networks, data) for semi-autonomous vehicle integration.

Te m p o ra r y  S u m m a r y

S e m i - A u t o n o m o u s  F re i g h t  Tra n s p o r t a t i o n  I n i t i a t i ve

SAFTI

This is an open technology innovation initiative. For details please explore “Grand Challenges” which may be downloaded from http://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/86935



http://bit.ly/MB-AutoTruck

Te m p o ra r y  Ev i d e n c e

S e m i - A u t o n o m o u s  F re i g h t  Tra n s p o r t a t i o n  I n i t i a t i ve

SAFTI



Ecosystem Example
Homeland Security

SAFTI



C-TPAT ACE

ATDI

ATS

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

e-manifest
• Vehicle Identification
• Driver’s Passport Number
• Address of Importer

100 Data Elements

• Trucking Route
• Driver Id (Biometrics)
• Cargo Id (Biomarkers)
• Purchase Order
• Proof of Delivery
• Advance Shipping Notice
• Ports of Passage
• Destination
• Origin

Attests company performs risk analysis of supply 
chain and has mitigation mechanisms in place.

Attestation audited by Customs.

Audited by Customs for best
practices in supply chain and
information (data) sharing.

Distributed data silos and lack of
interoperability creates blindspot.
Hinders non-obvious relationship
analysis (NORA) for risk estimate. 

Forecast Risk

C-TPAT > Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism
ACE > Automated Commercial Environment (the enterprise system equivalent) 
ATDI > Advanced Trade Data Initiative (necessary for C-TPAT Tier 3) 
ATS > Automated Targeting System (in operation since 1990’s)

Autonomous Transportation ● Operation Safe Commerce

46



Ecosystem Example
Network Disruption

SAFTI



http://bit.ly/Unabomber-TK

THEODORE KACZYNSKI’S ‘DRONACHARYA’ DELIVERS TO YOUR DOOR-STEP er MAIL BOX



How baby-sitting may be automated in the future …  



Network Resilience - What happens if the network is disrupted ?  

GEO

Transportation
Cybersecurity 

Truck equipped 
with Droneport
● [1] Drones on board using HACMS 
and fitted with UWB transceivers to  
create ad hoc radio network

● [2] Roof-top wireless electricity 
charging pad for droneport provided 
by WiTriCity

● [3] Drones transmit signal to LEO, 
MEO, HEO or GEO satellites in range

● [4] Satellite re-transmits to safe 
zones for communication / update

● [5] Responds with message and/or 
guidance to autonomous vehicle  

1

2

3 4

5



Terrestrial Transportation – Emergency “Crash to Care” Response System



Time, Sensors, Network 
& Data Synchronization

US Park
Service 
Drones

US DHS 
Drone

US Fire 
Service 
Drone

Dhananjay Anand, NISTApproved for OTI



Mobile Time Synchronization
NSF Funded Grand Challenge
Announced on June 13, 2014

Approved for OTI



Ecosystem Example
Autonomous Vehicle Guidance

SAFTI



Streets

Streetlets

Approved for OTI



Illustration by Neils Quack



www.auvsi.org
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LIDAR is one part of the HD 3D Point Cloud for Immersive Mapping 



HD 3D Point Cloud for Immersive Mapping of road segmentation, 
obstacle detection, situation awareness, uncertainty estimation 

Approved for OTI



Ecosystem Example
Precision Farming ?

SAFTI



Real-Time 
Precision 
Farming 

PLATFORM

SALES

DATA

Agro-Machine 
Manufacturer

Supply

-Weather data
-GPS micro-localization data
-Soil chemistry (GCMS) specifics
-Seed (sterile unless cultivated)
-Fertilizers (catalytic vs toxicity)
-Protection (pesticide, herbicide)
-Storage, shelf-life and waste
-Country of origin - goods supply

▪ Optimize MRO to improve asset uptime
▪ Mobile data collection and dissemination
- soil sample / nutrient analysis (GCMS)
- moisture monitors / field connect data 
- temperature / dielectric constant
- color and chemistry of crops
- growth rate / fertilizer distribution
- weather micro-impact / acidity-alkalinity

-Measure, understand and apply
-Impact of data on quality & yield

Leverage data to run long and 
short term simulations to plan for 
“what if” to optimize profit
- Weather patterns
- Demand uncertainty
- Export and import
- Tariff, cost, excise
- Regulatory policy

Retail Supply Chain – Sourcing / Distribution / Warehouse / Transportation
Track & Trace – Commodity Traders – Risk Management – Regulators (FDA)

The potential convergence of

Precision Farming ecosystem

- Seed to Mouth (S2M)

- Farm to Fork (F2F)

with other ecosystems, such as:

- Smart Cities 

- Autonomous Transportation

and operations management 

for trusted and secure supply 

chain network of partners. 

Compliance with SOX-409 type 

regulations and DHS e-manifest

are a part of this scenario. 

Additional links to energy and 

environmental systems are also 

obvious. Food safety, security, 

nutrition, availability and 

consumption are inextricably 

linked with global health, 

malnutrition, infant mortality 

and healthcare, in general.

Seed

Pesticide

Fertilizer

Grand Challenge – Convergence of ecosystem of inter-dependent systems   

Field Connect Sensors 
John Deere

Farming in California alone is a $50 billion industry

NASA Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP)
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• Smart City ● Santander 



• Smart City ● Yokohama 



A SMARTER PLANET begins with SMART CITIES



Smart Cities Ecosystem
Water



Reality Check   Water 



www.scidev.net/en/features/nanotechnology-for-clean-water-facts-and-figures.html

Reality Check   Water 



www.salmonarm.ca/images/pages/N141/WTP_flowDiagram.jpg

Sensors for Data ?
Management ?
Maintenance?
Efficiency?
Quality?
Energy?
FIRE HYDRANTS ?
Heavy Metals?
Minerals?
Bacteria?
Viruses?
Prions?



Reality Check   Arsenic in Water, Bangladesh  



Reality Check   Arsenic in Water, Bangladesh  



Material Genome Initiative (White House, June 2014)

We live in a material world – think graphene, think metal-organic frameworks

MOF

72



http://www.epa.gov/ncer/nano/lectures/zhan

Think Water – The Next Oil – Purification, Desalination & Waste Water Management   

single wall nano tubes (SWNT)

Nano-reactors Nano-absorbents

Nano-composites



Socio-Economic Impact of IoT ?

www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIRz9Ul7SUw



Smart Cities Ecosystem
Energy



MICRO-GRIDS?



Glucose

Liquid Fuel
Generator

C 4  
C 5

C 6
Low Insolation

Commodity

Butanol
Pentanol

Micro 
Algae
Cyano

Bacteria

Glucose

High Insolation

Renewables – Domestic Micro-Manufacturing Non-fossil Carbon-Neutral Liquid Fuel   
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Butanol Battery 2050 • Enzymes adsorped on CNT may catalyze glucose to butanol

About 10-20 biocatalytic steps in microbes may convert glucose to butanol.
Enzymes immobilized on CNT substrates may form a multi-layer cube. If 
functional, the cascade may convert glucose (commodity) directly to butanol.
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Light-dependent (photosystem I and II) and light-independent reactions
of photosynthesis may be difficult (but not impossible) to functionalize 
due to the vast number of integral proteins in thylakoids in chloroplasts.
Black boxes [ ? ] → embedded proteins in nano-clusters or metal organic frameworks (MOF)  

2100 → Mass Manufactured Nano-Chloroplasts ← Nano-Molecular Switched MOF 

Transition metal nano cluster
Kelley, Datta, Lampropoulous,

http://tinyurl.com/Nano-Cluster



Dr Hugh O’Neill et al at the ORNL Center for 
Structural Molecular Biology and Center for 
Nanophase Materials Sciences (Oak Ridge 
National Lab) have developed a bio-hybrid 
photo-conversion system based on the 
interaction of photo-synthetic plant proteins 
with synthetic polymers which can convert
visible light into hydrogen fuel. 

Supramolecular Assembly of Biohybrid Photoconversion Systems 
Mateus B. Cardoso, Dmitriy Smolensky, William T. Heller, Kunlun Hong and Hugh O'Neill
Energy and Environmental Science (2011) 4 181-188
DOI: 10.1039/C0EE00369G

Supra-molecular Assembly of Bio-hybrid Photo-conversion System → To Nano-Chloroplast ?



Challenge
Smart Cities

I invented nothing new. I simply assembled into a car the discoveries of other men behind whom were centuries of work ▪ HENRY FORD

Grand Unifying

81



Smart parking

Smart homes

Smart healthcare

Smart transportation and traffic management

Smart energy and electricity micro-grid network

Smart water and waste water treatment

Smart data and connectivity

Smart waste management

Smart maintenance and infrastructure

GLOBAL SMART CITIES – GRAND UNIFYING IoT CHALLENGE ?



Grand Challenges
Healthcare

I invented nothing new. I simply assembled into a car the discoveries of other men behind whom were centuries of work ▪ HENRY FORD
83



Laughter is the best indicator of this 
disease but the wireless sensors to detect 
laughter is not covered by your insurance

Health
Insurance

Claims Division

• Paradox to Paradigms to Platforms   http://bit.ly/MIT-IOT 
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NanoLetters (2004) 4 1785-1788

Domain Specific Anchor for Internet of Health and Wellness – Glucose NanoSensor



Blood Glucose Nano-sensor Nanotube Radio

The Industrial Internet
The Industrial Internet of Things
The Industrial Internet of Healthcare

NanoLetters (2004) 4 1785-1788 NanoLetters (2007) 7 3508-3511



Integrated Glucose NanoSensor NanoRadio

Hypothetical (S. Datta) http://www.cdc.gov/diabetes/pubs/pdf/ndfs_2011.pdf



May I implant a glucose nano-sensor nano-radio chip on 
your shoulder? You are fat. You could become diabetic. 

Industrial Internet - Remote Heath Monitoring



Glucose NanoSensor NanoRadio
Ecosystem of healthcare monitoring

C O N N EC T

1. Implanted wireless sensor transmits blood glucose 
data from home or office or airport (WiFi/WAN/gateway)

2. Data travels from you to your hospital or clinic (MAN)

3. Blood glucose data updates risk and patient profile

4. If you need medical attention or insulin or other 
treatment then auto-responder sends message or calls

About 30 million individuals in US affected by diabetes

http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/diabetes.htm

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=FNqFgWQADNL4iM&tbnid=imuFQMi4WCOesM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.clipartlogo.com/free/iron.html&ei=RCyfUsq-F8fakQf-1IGADA&bvm=bv.57155469,d.eW0&psig=AFQjCNEj0UZRGkCgizx6izNQY-9sfAfHgQ&ust=1386249478795298
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=FNqFgWQADNL4iM&tbnid=imuFQMi4WCOesM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.clipartlogo.com/free/iron.html&ei=RCyfUsq-F8fakQf-1IGADA&bvm=bv.57155469,d.eW0&psig=AFQjCNEj0UZRGkCgizx6izNQY-9sfAfHgQ&ust=1386249478795298
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=3QXx63-TmhfIaM&tbnid=xFkF5pE3nmHP6M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://reviews.cnet.com/8301-13727_7-57590809-263/macbook-air-real-world-802.11ac-speeds-throttled/&ei=Ay2fUtfxNIeikQeaj4D4Dw&bvm=bv.57155469,d.eW0&psig=AFQjCNE8hnfPl9eeGF92t4SaC0rlKsbOHQ&ust=1386249770249933
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RFID Linked Biometrics & Nano-sensor Net

802.16a

VISIT
CLINIC

VISIT
CLINIC

Metabolomics
Genetic Risk
EHR - EMR 
RT Analytics
SNP Analysis

Yuan T. Lee Charlie Townes Helene Langevin Joliot-Curie

Glenn Seaborg

Shoumen Datta Dudley Herscbach

802.11b
WiFi

802.11g

UC Berkeley, 1997

Improved healthcare services, savings, create jobs from 
new products, new services and potential to create as 
well as capture new emerging markets of billions (BRICS)



Glucose NanoSensor NanoRadio ecosystem of health-
care monitoring may have a major economic impact

http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/diabetes.htm GDP per capita

Healthcare 
Spending



Human Genomics in the IoT era - Is your genome connected to mine?

Mendelian Inheritance in Man: A Catalog of Human Genes and Genetic Disorders by Victor A. McKusickCell 157 241-253 (2014)

Glucose
NanoSensor
NanoRadio



Human Genomics in the Wireless Hospital

Cell 157 241-253 (2014)



Domain Specific Scenario

Early Detection and Prevention 



Sensor enabled wearables - appropriate attributes may improve preventive medicine  

MIT



Glucose Sensors can reduce the morbidity due to Glaucoma

umcn.nl



Weigh-scale, BMI, FOBT, urine analysis, sugar, 
ketone body analysis, blood pressure monitor, 
pulse oximeter, networked to phone via WiFi 
and/or Bluetooth with biometrics and face 
recognition for secure communication with
physician and hospital or clinic, globally.

Pay-Per-Pee Home Health – IoT Wireless Toilet Bowl Connected to Health Informatics  



Walgreens Specials - $1.99 for 24-pack Diet Coke • $1.99 for Bone Density • $1.99 Mammogram 

PDEXA SCAN
BONE MINERAL 
DENSITY PROFILE

Value Network Ecosystem Testbed

Walgreens – Retail Healthcare
GE – Equipment 
Cisco – IPv6 Routers
AT&T – Data Transmission
Intel – MIPS
IBM – Data Analytics
Samsung – Diagnostic Apps 
Walmart – Grocery Supply Chain



CVS Specials - $0.99 for 1-quart Milk • $1.99 for Bone Density • $2.99 Mammogram 

Integrated system detects fall in bone density and correlates with reduced purchase of milk. Prevention for 
osteoporosis starts early. Avoids trauma and/or morbidity from broken bones. Connected healthcare data.

C O N N EC T

PDEXA SCAN
BONE MINERAL 
DENSITY PROFILE

GROCERY STORE
PURCHASE LOG

Osteoporosis 

EU → 28 million in 2010 to 34 million in 2025 (increase of 23%)

US → 44 million (represents 55% of people aged 50+)

Brazil → 10 million (1 in every 17)

India → 36 million (2013)

China → 70 million (50+). Cost of treatment USD1.5 billion in 2006. 
Estimated US$12.5 billion in 2020 and US$265 billion in 2050.

In 2008, Indonesia had 34 DXA machines, half of them in Jakarta (population 237 million) which translates to
0.001 machine per 10,000 population. The equivalent recommended number for Europe is 0.11 (per 10,000)

http://bit.ly/BONE-HEALTH

Health data without de-identification

PDEXA SCAN
in every drug
store, petrol 

pump, grocery 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=FNqFgWQADNL4iM&tbnid=imuFQMi4WCOesM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.clipartlogo.com/free/iron.html&ei=RCyfUsq-F8fakQf-1IGADA&bvm=bv.57155469,d.eW0&psig=AFQjCNEj0UZRGkCgizx6izNQY-9sfAfHgQ&ust=1386249478795298
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=FNqFgWQADNL4iM&tbnid=imuFQMi4WCOesM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.clipartlogo.com/free/iron.html&ei=RCyfUsq-F8fakQf-1IGADA&bvm=bv.57155469,d.eW0&psig=AFQjCNEj0UZRGkCgizx6izNQY-9sfAfHgQ&ust=1386249478795298
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=3QXx63-TmhfIaM&tbnid=xFkF5pE3nmHP6M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://reviews.cnet.com/8301-13727_7-57590809-263/macbook-air-real-world-802.11ac-speeds-throttled/&ei=Ay2fUtfxNIeikQeaj4D4Dw&bvm=bv.57155469,d.eW0&psig=AFQjCNE8hnfPl9eeGF92t4SaC0rlKsbOHQ&ust=1386249770249933
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=3QXx63-TmhfIaM&tbnid=xFkF5pE3nmHP6M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://reviews.cnet.com/8301-13727_7-57590809-263/macbook-air-real-world-802.11ac-speeds-throttled/&ei=Ay2fUtfxNIeikQeaj4D4Dw&bvm=bv.57155469,d.eW0&psig=AFQjCNE8hnfPl9eeGF92t4SaC0rlKsbOHQ&ust=1386249770249933


Deloitte

US Healthcare
spending nears
$4 trillion (2013)



Where the Industrial Internet can help • Source: http://hbr.org/2013/11/delivering-world-class-health-care-affordably/ar/1

Cancer Treatment
$2,900 HCG Oncology, India
$22,000 U.S. average

Kidney Dialysis
$12,000 Deccan Hospital, India
$66,750 U.S. average

Low Cost of Healthcare in India leaves billions in the dust without access to healthcare



Density of Doctors per 1000 people (WHO, 2011)

Population of India 1,252,000,000

Number of doctors in India                                                                                      750,000

Number of new cervical cancer patients in India                                                    70,000

Number of new gynecological cancer specialist each year in India                                1

http://qz.com/269394#2/why-you-have-to-share-a-doctor-with-1424-other-people/



The micro-revenue earnings potential with 10% penetration for population of 3+ billion & aging!

Fast Forward → Penny Per Person Per Use Per Day 

$1 - Bone density

$1 - Mammogram

at the corner of Happy and Healthy in every zip code in India, China, Indonesia 

data transmitted to specialists and reports sent to individuals, doctor and clinic 



Domain Specific Scenario

3-D Printing in Healthcare
Innovation in manufacturing and digital design 



Cyrano L. Catte II (above) is the first feline to receive a total knee arthroplasty (TKA). 
Femoral and tibial components were created with a direct metal laser sintering (EOS).

3-D Printing
Design of Prosthetics and Orthopedic Imaging



3-D Printing of Medical Devices        

http://bit.ly/3D-Print-A-Tooth
http://bit.ly/3D-Print-Medical-Devices

http://bit.ly/3D-Print-A-Tooth
http://bit.ly/3D-Print-Medical-Devices


Artificial Skin with embedded sensory surface talks to smart phone 
via capacitive sensing using Touchcode adapted for printed i-Skin

Your medicine can inform your doctor about its kinetics, bio-availability and side 
effects. It can alert your pharmacist about potential over-dose if multiple medications 
contain same or similar active ingredients. Your medicine can query and adjust dosage.



Domain Specific Scenario

Healthcare Management 



Healthcare Management  - Fundamentally Closed Loop & Quintessentially Patient Specific 

Patient

Doctor

Patient

Doctor

Home

Hospital

Home

Hospital

The buzz of “innovation” in healthcare often fails to differentiate between tools and services. Tools and technologies used to deliver healthcare 

are easy targets for innovation, modularity and scalability. This is innovation in health related tools, not healthcare. Innovation in healthcare is 

about delivery of healthcare which is a closed loop management system uniquely focused on one patient (not scalable) and relevant tools must

converge at the point of care. The infrastructure (data, transmission, security, privacy) to deliver healthcare may be scalable but innovation to 

enhance the quality, functionality and reliability of the infrastructure may or may not have an impact on the QoS of healthcare delivery at POC.



Harry at home with hypercholesterolemia : Hi Dr Jameson - Do I need Lipitor today?

Dr J Larry Jameson: Thanks for avoiding KFC. Your LDL-VLDL ratio looks good. No Lipitor today.

Hum
ulin

CYBERSECURITY

DATA PRIVACY

DATA ENCRYPTION

Dr J Larry Jameson - UPenn



Domain Specific Scenario

Medical Device Integration
Data Interoperability



Actions

Sensing

Model

Action Plan
= Procedure

Patient

Intelligent 
Real-Time

Patient Specific

Framework with
decision support

Precision Remote Controlled

Real-time, micro-status
networked, mobile

2004 CIMIT – Sense, then, Respond – Future Integrated Healthcare Monitoring

The distinction between healthcare and other industry is in differentiation of scalability. Patient 
centricity as a service is not scalable but patient centric infrastructure (architecture) is scalable.

 



• Medical Device Interoperability?   



• 1999 – IOM published “To Err Is Human” up to 98,000 die each year because of mistakes.

• 2010 – OIG US HHS: bad hospital care caused 180,000 deaths in Medicare in a given year.

• 2013 – Journal of Patient Safety: between 210,000 and 440,000 patients suffer some type of 
preventable harm that contributes to their death.

• That would make medical errors the third-leading cause of death in the US, behind heart 
disease, which is the first and cancer, which is second.

www.propublica.org/article/how-many-die-from-medical-mistakes-in-us-hospitals

http://journals.lww.com/journalpatientsafety/Fulltext/2013/09000/A_New,_Evidence_based_Estimate_of_Patient_Harms.2.aspx



Intelligent MonitorInfusion Pump Patient Simulator
Ventilator

Capnometer

Vital Signs Monitor

Simulator
connected

to vital signs
monitor

Fluke ProSim 8
connected

to intelligent
monitor

O2 Saturation 

Respiratory Rate 

end-tidal CO2

Patient Controlled Analgesia Safety Application

Morphine Infusion Safety

Connected Data
Collective Analysis
Automated Response

Autonomous Control of Morphine Infusion Pump – Medical Device Integration Model

Julian Goldman MD (MDPnP.org and Partners.org)
Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School
Harvard – MIT Center for Integrative Medicine and Information Technology

Approx 6,875 serious preventable PCA-related adverse events pa.
Annual Economic impact $15-145M ($13,803 per injured patient)



Not real event

Cuff inflates – loss of plethysmograph signal

Blood Pressure Cuff and Pulse Oximeter

Julian Goldman MD

CONTEXT OF DATA



1. Decision support?

2. Prevent contra-indicated 
infusion?

3. Consolidate data for adverse 
event analysis?

4. Check device status and 
software version? 

5. Device update via SDN?

Infusion pumps in use on ONE patient



Julian M. Goldman, MD (Massachusetts General Hospital)

Screen capture from intra-operative EMR during surgery



Grand Platforms
Healthcare

OS

119



http://bit.ly/JGOLDMAN-ICE

ICE 
Integrated
Clinical 
Environment

HEALTH DATA

www.mdpnp.org/mdice.html

Why ICE standards are critical –
Device Agnostic Data Integration
Global Interoperability Platform



Clinic - Ward

Imaging

LaboratoryPharmacy 

EHR

Exchanges Homecare

EHR-Admin EMR-Physician
Medical
History

Devices

Clinical Devices

Integrated Healthcare Platform
Data Logging and Access via Secure Interoperable Standards

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://systemaxonline.com/clipart/medical/x_ray1.gif&imgrefurl=http://systemaxonline.com/table1.htm&h=166&w=142&sz=7&hl=en&start=4&tbnid=rnL2DXIPyD_hTM:&tbnh=99&tbnw=85&prev=/images?q=x-ray+clip+art&ndsp=20&svnum=10&hl=en&lr=&rls=WZPA,WZPA:2005-36,WZPA:en&sa=N
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://systemaxonline.com/clipart/medical/x_ray1.gif&imgrefurl=http://systemaxonline.com/table1.htm&h=166&w=142&sz=7&hl=en&start=4&tbnid=rnL2DXIPyD_hTM:&tbnh=99&tbnw=85&prev=/images?q=x-ray+clip+art&ndsp=20&svnum=10&hl=en&lr=&rls=WZPA,WZPA:2005-36,WZPA:en&sa=N


Surgery

Physician

Cardiologist

RadiologyLaboratory

Cardiologist

Dr Ram Sriram, NIST

Home

Integrated Healthcare Platform
n-Directional Data Access via Secure Interoperable Standards



Hamburger wrapped in touch-code paper predicts CHF   

2000 
Cal

100 gm 
Fat

Your burger calls 
your doctor to 
report that you 
are eating too 
many burgers.

3D Printer



Congestive Heart Failure
Why should CHF claim about 5 million lives in the US?    

● About 5.1 million people in the United States have heart failure.
● About half of people with CHF die within 5 years of diagnosis.
● CHF costs the nation an estimated $32 billion each year.

www.cdc.gov/dhdsp/data_statistics/fact_sheets/fs_heart_failure.htm



Analytics – Predicted with high accuracy what you would do around 6pm if you get up at 10am

Congestive Heart Failure
Why should CHF claim about 5 million lives in the US?    

● About 5.1 million people in the United States have heart failure.
● About half of people with CHF die within 5 years of diagnosis.
● CHF costs the nation an estimated $32 billion each year.

2004 MIT experiment - 100 students and Nokia 6600 by Nathan Hale + Alex (Sandy) Pentland
- cell tower location data
- call data record (CDR)



Congestive Heart Failure
Why should CHF claim about 5 million lives in the US?    

● About 5.1 million people in the United States have heart failure.
● About half of people with CHF die within 5 years of diagnosis.
● CHF costs the nation an estimated $32 billion each year.

www.cdc.gov/dhdsp/data_statistics/fact_sheets/fs_heart_failure.htm

Abundance of prognostic biochemical markers –

● C-reative protein (CRP5 / CRP6) – 1954 and Framingham Heart Study
● Tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNFα)
● Brain Natriuretic Peptide (1981) BNP <100 pg/ml CHF unlikely and >400 pg/ml CHF likely
● N-terminal (NT) pro-BNP <300 pg/ml CHF unlikely and >400-900 pg/ml CHF likely (age related)

48,629 patients of acute decompensated heart failure found linear correlation between BNP 

levels and in hospital mortality. Failure of BNP to decline during hospitalization predicts death 

and re-hospitalization while discharge levels of 250pg/ml or less predicts event free survival. 

http://bit.ly/CHF-US
http://bit.ly/CHF-IN
http://bit.ly/CHF-JP

http://www.cdc.gov/dhdsp/data_statistics/fact_sheets/fs_heart_failure.htm
http://bit.ly/CHF-US
http://bit.ly/CHF-IN
http://bit.ly/CHF-JP


http://bit.ly/CHF-US

http://bit.ly/CHF-US


Lab on a Chip - Detection of Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (C) and Ovarian Cancer (D)

http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlepdf/2014/LC/C4LC00662C

A



Dina Katabi, MIT



SENSE, ANALYZE, ALERT

BNP Sensor

CO Sensor

pH Sensor

Glucose Sensor

Cholesterol Sensor



CONNECT BILLIONS

Glucose Sensor

Cholesterol Sensor

BNP Sensor

CO Sensor

pH Sensor



Pay 1c Per Analytics       Apps, Data Distribution Service

Glucose Sensor

Cholesterol Sensor

BNP Sensor

CO Sensor

pH Sensor
What does the data suggest about my health?



Proprietary Data – Prevents Interoperability



Global Healthcare Economics – Paradigm Shift ?
3D Printed Medical Devices + OS Hardware / Software



Proprietary Healthcare Systems ?

EHR, EMR, Data Silos and
Medication Reconciliation 



www.youtube.com/watch?v=YoSxlKl0pCo

PHARMACEUTICAL CONVERGENCE : MEDICATION RECONCILIATION LIST ?



Role of ONC FHA US HHS ?

Karen Desalvo. OASH





• Multilevel Decision Support Systems

• Security and Privacy Regulatory Policies

• Sensors, Tracking and Communication

• Ontologies for Objects and Events

• Predictive Analytics

• Data Mining and Pattern Identification

• Architecture for Storage and Services

ONC FHA US HHS ? Standards and Interoperability ?



www.uthouston.edu/sbmi/faculty-and-staff/amy-franklin.htm



Joe Bormel MD MPH
jbormel@gmail.com



Operating Room: Today





Operating Room of the Future - Dr Julian Goldman MD

Ascent of the Wireless Hospital



• Paradox to Paradigms to Platforms   http://bit.ly/MIT-IOT 

● Vision, Mission and Opportunities

● Challenges
 Autonomous Transportation

 Global Smart Cities

 Healthcare

 Data



All data are not created equal

DON’T USE MY DATA





Healthcare Data Neutering

De-Identified Data



http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/drafts/ir7904/draft_nistir_7904.pdf
http://csrc.nist.gov/nccoe/health-it/index.html

Server B

Trusted GeoLocation in the Cloud (NIST NCCOE) – Is this an adequate solution for health data?

http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/drafts/ir7904/draft_nistir_7904.pdf
http://csrc.nist.gov/nccoe/health-it/index.html


De-identified Data (DID) will drive Research – Management Science – Policy – Funding

DID

Device
from
GE

Device
from

Medtronic

Device
from

Hitachi

Device
from

Siemens

Open Global
Secure Data

Open ICE
Secure Data

Medical
Research

Economic
Research

Big Data
Analytics

Innovation
Application

known unknown

Note: In certain instances, CPS related time constraints may render traditional cloud based D2D architecture unacceptable [QoS] due to latency. 

Secure OS Platform
Open Standard DDS

API API API API



Data Dissociation using meta data to identify/label data type 

Data Re-association using De-Identified Data (DID) Stack  

Name SSN-UID Street Address Zip Code Blood Glucose Weight in kg

Jane Does
Tag N1

123-45-6789
Tag S1

77 Mass Ave
Tag A1

02139
Tag Z1

190 mg/dl
Tag G1

190
Tag K1

John Does-Not
Tag N2

123-45-6790
Tag S2

86 Brattle St
Tag A2

02138
Tag Z2

109 mg/dl
Tag G2

159
Tag K2

Z2

Z1

G2

G1

Clinic VIEW

DID VIEW

Name SSN-UID Street Address Zip Code Blood Glucose Weight in kg

02139
Tag Z1

190 mg/dl
Tag G1

190
Tag K1

02138
Tag Z2

109 mg/dl
Tag G2

159
Tag K2

K2

K1



Same data but ask a different 

QUESTION



Z2

Z1

G2

G1

Name SSN-UID Street Address Zip Code Blood Glucose Weight in kg

02139
Tag Z1

190 mg/dl
Tag G1

190
Tag K1

02138
Tag Z2

109 mg/dl
Tag G2

159
Tag K2

K2

K1

Same Data ← Different Questions → Extracting Information from DID 

Epedimiologists

Economists

Physician

What is the distribution of potential diabetics by zip code?

Is there a relationship between per capita income and body fat?

Can we correlate high blood glucose with increased body weight?

This is a suggestion by the author. Not a proven concept in practice.



A1

N1
A2

Z2

Z1

G2

G1

S1

K1

N2

Secured Data <> Re-association of De-Identified Data (DID)  

Re-stitch De-Identified Data - create Secure Sequencing Code (SSC)  

Re-sequence DID → HADOOP-esque concept ?

S2 K2

Name SSN-UID Street Address Zip Code Blood Glucose Weight in kg

Jane Does
Tag N1

123-45-6789
Tag S1

77 Mass Ave
Tag A1

02139
Tag Z1

190 mg/dl
Tag G1

190
Tag K1

John Does-Not
Tag N2

123-45-6790
Tag S2

86 Brattle St
Tag A2

02138
Tag Z2

109 mg/dl
Tag G2

159
Tag K2

SSC

This is a suggestion by the author. Not a proven concept in practice.

http://www.lights-control.com/market/market.html
http://www.lights-control.com/market/market.html


Privacy is a complex topic; there’s no black and white. … The question becomes: Are providers of the service 

trustworthy? This idea stretches back to Shakespeare and beyond. In Othello, Iago spells out the importance 

of reputation:

Good name in man and woman, dear my lord,

Is the immediate jewel of their souls:

Who steals my purse steals trash; ’tis something, nothing;

’Twas mine, ’tis his, and has been slave to thousands;

But he that filches from me my good name

Robs me of that which not enriches him

And makes me poor indeed.

In this world of data and information, both people and companies must maintain their reputations. People 

will be very reluctant to transact with those they can’t trust. Reputation, I think, will guide the kinds of 

decisions people make in the future.

PRIVACY  

Dr Joe Salvo in The Economist ● http://gelookahead.economist.com/future-scope/futurescope-joseph-salvo/#sthash.8iy07Sd3.dpuf



Platform for Trusted Data Access via Secure Standards and Interoperability 



The Inhibitor for Progress in Healthcare

Lack of Semantic Interoperability
Lack of OS Health Data Platform



At the heart of the matter ?

Ontology and Semantics 
Interoperability Issues ?



Ontology

• A machine interpretable representation of 
relationship in the context of reality

eye

– what kinds of things 
exist?

– what are the 
relationships between 
these things?

ommatidium

sense organeye disc

is_a

part_of

develops
from



The Foundational Model of Anatomy



Ontology Spectrum

weak semantics

strong semantics

Is Disjoint Subclass of 
with transitivity property

Modal Logic

Logical Theory

Thesaurus Has Narrower Meaning Than

Taxonomy Is Sub-Classification of

Conceptual Model Is Subclass of

DB Schemas, XML Schema

UML

First Order Logic

Relational
Model, XML

ER

Extended ER

Description Logic
DAML+OIL, OWL

RDF/S
XTM

Syntactic Interoperability

Structural Interoperability

Semantic Interoperability

Leo Obrst, MITRE



Ontologies – A Broader Perspective – Ram Sriram, NIST

Catalog

General
Logical

constraints

Terms/
glossary

Thesauri:
BT/NT,

Parent/Child,
Informal Is-A

Formal is-a
Frames 

(Properties)

Formal
instances

Value 
Restriction

Disjointness, 
Inverse

Simple Taxonomies Expressive Ontologies

MeSH,
Gene Ontology,
UMLS Meta

CYCRDF(S)DB Schema

IEEE SUOOWL

KEGG TAMBIS

EcoCyc

BioPAX

Ontylog

Snomed

Gene Ontology
Next Generation

























Why is it necessary to define 
ontology class with UID ?

● Global Semantic Interoperability
● Reduce natural language ambiguity 











X





Data of Things  – Forecast 
Cloudy

I invented nothing new. I simply assembled into a car the discoveries of other men behind whom were centuries of work ▪ HENRY FORD
181



BIG DATA

SMALL DATA

With current technology you can find the haystack but with big data you can find the needle - Nils Herzberg, SAP AG 



BIG DATA = SMALL DATA + SMALL DATA + SMALL DATA + ● ● ●



Healthcare Data Interoperability Standards ?

… semantics, data dictionaries, billing codes …

• Terminology
– SNOMED, LOINC

• Classification Systems
– ICD10, CPT

• Devices
– IEEE 11073

• EHR-Related
– DICOM, HL7 (CDA)

• Interoperability
– DICOM, HL7 Messaging, HIPAA Transactions, NCPDP

• Language Formats
– XML, X12



• DIAGNOSIS CODES for SPRAINED and STRAINED ANKLES 



CONVERGENCE : DIAGNOSIS CODE and SEMANTIC INTEROPERABILITY ?

Proprietary closed semantic data dictionaries (EPIC) and 
heterogeneity of billing codes are contributors to lack of 
semantic interoperability and inhibitor for OS platforms



Build bridges to create secure healthcare data platforms?

The complexity of healthcare is inextricably linked with regulatory compliance, security and 
privacy. The top down approach to create interoperable systems may be short of impossible but 
the bottom up approach to create bridges for data interoperability may help vendors continue 
with their system sales but enables practitioners to use the data, via data platforms, effectively.





Recombinant Data
Data (by itself – in one silo) is of limited value 

unless analyzed in conjunction with other data in 
context of the application or in context of the 
problem-question (eg healthcare, prevention) 

• Paradox to Paradigms  

189



Dr Shoumen Palit Austin Datta ▪ SVP, Industrial Internet Consortium ▪ Research Affiliate, School of Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 190

Modified from illustration by Jaap Bloem

R
RECOMBINANT DATA

How smart can you make SMART ??  Depends on Recombinant Data  



Paradigm Shift in Data Analytics ?  

www.nanocubes.net/assets/pdf/nanocubes_paper.pdf

nanocubes

Marvin Minsky “cube on cube” (The Society of Mind, 1959)

http://bit.ly/GFS-2004



Data – Imagine what happens if 50% of the population were connected  



Data Cybersecurity – Digital Attack Map – The Prelude to Cyber Warfare   

193



• EQM – Elusive Quest for Monetization (pre-proposal available on request)

● Connect, Converge, Combine → Obvious vs Non-Obvious

[a] Space-time-node engine

[b] Stigmergic computation 

[c] Cognitive matrices

[d] Dynamic networks 

[e] Semantics of time

[f] CLA + temporally integrated software / embedded systems 

[g] Artificial retina pattern recognition algorithm

[h] Conventional (time series, GARCH, OR, AI, machine learning)



Boil the Ocean

In 1854, Ferdinand de Lesseps obtained a concession from Sa'id Pasha, the Khedive of Egypt and Sudan, to create a company to construct 
a canal open to ships of all nations. De Lesseps convened the Commission Internationale pour le percement de l'isthme des Suez consisting 
of 13 experts from seven countries. The commission produced a unanimous report in December 1856 containing a detailed description of 
the canal complete with plans and profiles. The Suez Canal Company (Compagnie universelle du canal maritime de Suez) came into being 
on 15 December 1858 and work started on the shore of the future Port Said on 25 April 1859. International opinion was sceptical and 
Suez Canal Company shares did not sell well overseas. Britain, United States, Austria and Russia did not buy a significant number of 
shares. All French shares were quickly sold in France. A contemporary British sceptic claimed:

One thing is sure our local merchant community doesn't pay practical attention at all to this grand work and it is legitimate to doubt that 
the canal's receipts could ever be sufficient to recover its maintenance fee. It will never become a large ship's accessible way in any case.

The British government had opposed the project from the outset to its completion. The canal opened on 17 November 1869. 

The first ship through the canal was the British P&O liner Delta. Although L'Aigle was officially the first vessel through the 
canal, HMS Newport, captained by George Nares, passed through it first. On the night before the canal was due to open, Captain Nares 
navigated his vessel, in darkness and without lights, through the mass of waiting ships until it was in front of L'Aigle. When dawn broke 
the French were horrified to find that the Royal Navy was first in line and that it would be impossible to pass them. Nares received both 
an official reprimand and an unofficial vote of thanks from the British Admiralty for his actions in promoting British interests and 
demonstrating such superb seamanship. 

After the opening the Suez Canal Company was in financial difficulties. Less than 500 ships passed during the first few years. External 
debts forced Said Pasha's successor, Isma'il Pasha, to sell his country's share in the canal for £4 million (about £86 million in 2013) to the 
United Kingdom in 1875 but French shareholders still held the majority. Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli was accused by William Ewart
Gladstone of undermining Britain's constitutional system, because he had not obtained consent from Parliament when purchasing the 
shares with funding from the Rothschilds. 

In 2012, nearly 20,000 ships used The Suez Canal. On an average, 50 ships navigate the canal daily, carrying more than 300 million tons of 
goods per year. On August 5, 2014, President Sisi of Egypt announced the building of a new Suez Canal project to add 45-mile parallel lane 
to allow more ships to use this freight transportation option (www.theguardian.com/world/2014/aug/05/egypt-build-new-suez-canal).
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Economic history and data related to Textile, Railway, Automobiles and Computers taken from work by Norman Poire
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It takes about 28-30 years for an idea to be socialized before it is accepted and adopted. 
If 1999 was the birth year for IoT concept, then we expect exponential growth by 2030.
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• Apple Developers Conference, Santa Clara Convention Center (March 2014)
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Disclaimer

The contents presented here by the author should not be mistaken to reflect or represent the brilliance or 

skills of the author. The author has neither created anything new or invented any portion of this collective 

thinking. The references to the material from the scientists at MIT and other institutions are borrowed and 

aggregated by the author to suggest potential confluence of ideas. Many of these ideas are commonplace 

and should not be viewed as ideas due to the author, alone. The meteoric accomplishments and the august 

institutional image of MIT and other organizations are solely due to the scientists and their scientific genius. 

There is absolutely no connectivity between these works and the author. The author neither represents the 

science nor the scientists. The author is not a contributor (unless specifically mentioned) but merely a 

generic conduit. This is not an attempt by the author to masquerade under MIT’s institutional banner of 

excellence. The author does not claim to be a part of the rigorous standards of excellence exemplified by 

MIT or imply that the author is a part of the intellectual fabric that one perceives about MIT and other 

institutions which may be mentioned in this presentation. The author has merely borrowed the material to 

spin out a story to depict a resplendent future. The progress of civilization is due to science by the scientists. 

The author is an external observer of that magnificent process by which we create a sense of the future.   
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